Code optimisation algorithms using bi-directional data flow dependencies have becom e increasingly important in recent years . The use of these algorithms faces two difficulties in practice ' (a) Low profitabilities, and (b) 1 . Introductio n optimising compilers employ code movement algorithms to improve the execution efficiency o f programs . A common form of code movement is to hoist a computation from a node of the program graph to a set of ancestor nodes so as to reduce the execution frequency of the computation . Unifications of code movement with other optimising transformations have been motivated by the desire t o restrict the overheads of optimisation . The Morel-Renvoise algorithm [6] (hereafter referred to a s MRA) unifies the optimisations of code movement, common subexpression elimination and loo p optimisation using a framework based on suppression of partial redundancies . This framework wa s extended by Joshi and Dhamdhere [4] to incorporate strength reduction optimisation . Dhamdhere [2 ] reports use of the same framework for the purpose of register assignment .
. Introductio n
optimising compilers employ code movement algorithms to improve the execution efficiency o f programs . A common form of code movement is to hoist a computation from a node of the program graph to a set of ancestor nodes so as to reduce the execution frequency of the computation . Unifications of code movement with other optimising transformations have been motivated by the desire t o restrict the overheads of optimisation . The Morel-Renvoise algorithm [6] (hereafter referred to a s MRA) unifies the optimisations of code movement, common subexpression elimination and loo p optimisation using a framework based on suppression of partial redundancies . This framework wa s extended by Joshi and Dhamdhere [4] to incorporate strength reduction optimisation . Dhamdhere [2 ] reports use of the same framework for the purpose of register assignment .
Algorithms based on the Morel-Renvoise framework face certain problems from a practica l viewpoint . A serious problem is their failure to yield complete elimination of partial redundancies . This is due to the concept of node placement used in the M-R framework . The second problem is the high solution cost of these algorithms, owing to the use of bi-directional data flow dependencie s in the M-R framework . There is reason to believe that these two difficulties (especially the latter ) have hindered widespread use of these algorithms despite their proven advantages .
Dhamdhere [3] has proposed an extension of the M-R framework using the concept of edge placement to improve the profitability of register assignment . In this paper we apply this concept to code movement optimisation . The resulting algorithm -the Edge Placement Algorithm (EPA) -i s shown to achieve higher profitability of optimisation than MRA . An efficient method for solving th e data flows of EPA is then discussed . The complexity of this method is shown to be comparable with uni-directional data flows commonly used in code optimisation . Both these developments have significant implications for the practicality of algorithms based on use of the M-R framework .
. Detinition s
The program flow graph for a program P is a triple (N, E, no ) where N is the set of nodes of th e flow graph, each node n E N corresponding to a basic block of P, E is the set of edges representin g transfer of control between the basic blocks and n o is the unique entry node of program P. A node n is a predecessor of node n iff there exists an edge (n , , n) in E. n , is an ancestor of n 1 if there exists a path of arbitrary length from n , to n , . Terms successor and descendant are analogously defined . Given two sets of nodes N. and N. of the program flow graph, H (N, , N ,) denotes the set of all path s from any node n E N, to any node n e N . A program point w is the insiant between the execution o f an instruction i and the execution of instruction 1 ,1 L . The effect of instruction is said to be completely realised at point w.
An expression e t is said to be available at point w in the program if every path from the entr y node no to w contains an occurrence of e t and there does not exist a definition of any operand(s) of e t on the path following the last such occurrence of e t . Expression e t is said to be anticipable at point w in the program if every path starting on point w contains an occurrence of e t and there does not exis t a definition of any operand(s) of e, between point w and the first such occurrence of e l . Availability i s a forward flow problem since availability at the exit of a node influences availability at the entry/exi t of its successors [ 1 ] . Anticipability is a backward flow problem .
Given a program flow graph (N, E, no ) , hoisting implies movement of the occurrences of a n expression e t from a set of nodes B, C N to a set of nodes B , C N where B~ C ancestor (Bl) Conditions (i) and (ii) ensure feasibility of hoisting . Condition (iii) ensures that a new expression will not be inserted along any path in the program . This guarantees that execution of the optimised program will not lead to any program exceptions (like overflow) which would not have occurred in the original program . This is the conventional safety criterion for code movement [5] .
. The Morel-Renvoise Algorith m
The Morel-Renvoise algorithm (MRA) [6] uses the concept of suppression of partial redundancies to perform code movement and loop optimisation in a unified manner . Table 1 summarises th e data flow properties and equations of MRA . (Note that the equations reported here differ slightly from the equations in the original work . These differences are due to simplification of some terms i n PPIN , .) Local property ANTLOC represents information concerning occurrence of an expression i n a node while TRANSP reflects the absence of definition(s) of any expression operand(s) in the node . Data flow concepts of availability and anticipability are used to collect global information of interest for code movement . Profitability of hoisting is ensured by using partial availability of the expressio n on node entry (PAVIN) as the qualifying criterion . Safety is ensured by requiring that placement of a hoisted computation at entry/exit of a node is only possible if the computation is anticipated at nod e entry/exit . An expression subjected to hoisting is placed at the exit of a node if it can be hoisted into that node but can not be hoisted into its predecessor(s) because of the safety constraint . INSERT , identifies expressions to be inserted in a node . REDUND identifies expressions to be deleted as a result of optimisation . Use of availability as well as anticipabiliry leads to bi-directional dependencie s reflected by the fact that the data flow properties of a node are influenced by its predecessors as wel l as its successors (refer egs .l and 2) . As mentioned before, MRA has certain deficiencies from the profitability viewpoint . Conside r the program flow graph of Fig .] . The expression a*b of node 7 is clearly loop invariant, hence on e would expect to see it hoisted out of the loop and into the loop predecessor node 3 . However, contrary to expectations, the expression is hoisted from node 7 to node 6 of the graph . Expression c+d i s hoisted from node 5 to node 4 . This has two undesirable implications .
a) Failure to eliminate partial redundancie s
The computation of a*b inserted in node 6 is partially redundant in that node . This partia l redundancy has not been eliminated by the optimisation performed . This effect is observed every tim e a computation is partially redundant in a node but can not be hoisted into the exit of some predecessor(s) . This compromises the profitability of optimisation .
b) Redundant hoistin g
Hoisting of the expression c+d from node 5 to node 4 is an instance of redundant hoistin g since it is not accompanied by any execution time gains . This effect is observed for every path g ., i in a program such that every node along the path has exactly one predecessor and one successor an d the following conditions are satisfied : ANTLOC = true, PPOUT, = true and AVOUT , = false fo r the predecessor of node i, and there exists k E predecessor(g) such that PPOUT k = AVOUT k = false . Such hoisting is in fact counter-productive since it incurs the cost of saving the value of the expression in a compiler temporary, and later recalling and using this value in node i .
In the following we develop the features of the edge placement algorithm so as to overcom e these deficiencies .
.1 Basis for edge placemen t
In Fig .1 the failure to eliminate a*b from the loop 6-7-6 comes about as follows : PP[N 7 = true since PAVIN 7 = true and PPOUT6 = true . However PPIN 6 = false because If (PPOUT + AVOUT e) = false for p = 3,7 . In other words, the expression can not be hoisted out of node 6 because It can not be placed at the exit of node 3 . Placing the hoisted expression along the edge 3-6 would eliminate partial redundancy of the expression in node 6 . To enable this we use the cod e placement model illustrated in Fig .2 . The hoisted expression would be placed at the exit of a node i f it can be hoisted out of every successor node . The expresion would be placed along an edge sartin g on a node if it can be hoisted out of some, but not all, of its successors . This way the cost of introducing the synthetic node along an edge would be incurred only if placement in a node could no t have yielded elimination of partial redundancy of an expression .
To permit edge placement in this manner we need to relax some of the constraints imposed i n MRA . The MRA•criteria for permitting the hoisting of an expression out of a node are -(i) th e expression should be partially available at entry to the node, and (ii) for every predecessor node , placement of the expression at the exit should be either redundant or feasible . Criterion (ii) leads to situations like the one discussed above . Hence we drop this criterion by removing the term T T (PPOUT + AVOUT), p E pred(i) from the equation for PPIN . Now insertion of an expressio n along edge j-i is indicated if PPIN I = true but PPOUT '= false . In such situations a synthetic nod e can be placed along that edge in the program flow grapl'i, and the expression can be inserted into tha t node . We introduce a new property INSSYNTH to represent the edge placement requirement . [NSSYNTH 36 = true implying that a*b should be inserted along the edge 3-6 . As mentione d before, node placement of expressions will continue to be performed as in MRA and synthetic node s will only be placed along the edges identified by INSSYNTH .
.2 Preventing Code Proliferation and Redundant Hoistin g
As discussed before redundant hoisting leads to code movement without any execution tim e gains . Code proliferation -a special case of redundant hoisting -occurs when an expression situate d in a node (or hoisted into it) gets replicated along all edges incident on it . During edge placemen t such proliferation results from the fact that PPIN i can be true even if (PPOUT p + AVOUTp) = fals e for all predecessors . The expression hoisted out of node i would then get inserted into every edg e leading to node i .
The profitability term PAVIN of PPIN can not guard against these effects, hence we introduc e a second profitability term, viz .
(PPIN + AVOUT p), p E pred(i) in the equation for PPIN i . Thi s term ensures that PPIN i is true only if (i) the expression is redundant at the exit of at least one predecessor, or (ii) it is possible to hoist the expression out of at least one predecessor node . Using induction, it can be shown that a computation would now be hoisted out of node i only if it can be eliminated from at least one path reaching i . This guarantees an improvement in the execution efficiency of a program as a result of hoisting . Since the guarantee is available at every program node throug h which an expression is hoisted, it eliminates redundant hoisting (and its special case, code proliferation) . In Fig . 1 , c+d would not be hoisted out of node 5 at all since it can not be placed at the entr y of node 4 .
Data flow equations of the edge placement algorithm (EPA) are presented in Table 2 . Note tha t except for the new property INSSYNTHthe flow properties used in EPA are the same as in MRA . Proofs of these properties are analogous to the proofs contained in [6] hence they are omitte d here . In addition to these properties, the algorithm possesses the following properties -P6 : For a node i in the optimised program such that (i) node i contains a non-redundant occurrenc e of the candidate expression, or (ii) INSERT = true, there does not exist an edge j-i such that th e computation is redundant along the edge .
Proof :
Let the computation be redundant at the exit of node j. Hence AVOUT = true and PAVIN = true .
(i) Let node i contain a non-redundant occurrence of the candidate expression . Hence PPIN . = false . This implies 1 (PPIN p + AVOUT p) = false, p e pred(i) (eq .4) . This is a contradiction .
(ii) Let INSERT = true . This implies PPIN = false (eq .5) which in turn implies . (PPIN p + AVOUT p) = false (eq .4) . This is again a contradiction .
. Complexity of the algorithm
The Morel-Renvoise algorithm contains bi-directional dependencies, since the placement possibility of a node depends on both its predecessor and successor nodes . This makes it unsuitable fo r solution using efficient elimination algorithms for data flow analysis . The algorithm is typically solved using iterative techniques . Although the theoretical complexity of this approach is not known , it has been observed that in most cases of practical interest 5 iterations were adequate to obtain th e values of PPIN/OUT [6] . Since the amount of work involved in each iteration is 0(e) where e is th e number of edges in the program, solution of these data flows is considerably more expensive tha n that of unidirectional data flows used in most other code optimisation algorithms . There is reason to believe that this has inhibited the use of MRA (and several other unification algorithms based o n MRA) despite their proven advantages .
The EPA algorithm discussed here also involves bi-directional dependencies, however th e nature of the dependencies is different from that in MRA . We call MRA a strongly bi-directional algorithm, since properties of a node depend on its predecessors and successors through the [I operator . EPA is a weakly bi-directional algorithm because the properties of a node are strongly dependen t on its successors (the fl operator), but only weakly dependent on its predecessors (the operator) . This raises the possibility that the solution cost of the algorithm may be lower than that of th e strongly bi-directional MRA . In the following we describe a solution method for EPA and analys e the solution cost . The resulting data flow resembles the classical data flow problem of very busy expressions . Onc e partial availability (PAVIN) has been computed, PPIN/OUT can be computed by using a unidirectional elimination algorithm [7] . In the case of a structured flow graph, the cost of this solution would be bounded by 0(e), where e is the number of edges in the flow graph . In the case of' a general flow graph, the bound is O(e .loge) .
The solution obtained in this step is not the final solution, since dependence of PPIN of a nod e on PPIN or AVOUT of its predecessors has not been incorporated in it . Since dropping of th e (PPIN + AVOUT p ) term implies assuming it to be true, the solution obtained by the approximatio n step subsumes the acceptable solution of the original data flow problem .
(ii) The refinement step During the refinement step it is required to incorporate the influence of the d (PPINp + AVOUT p) term on PPIN of a node . For this purpose, we examine all predecessors of a node i an d refine the value of PPIN , by changing it from true to false if E (PPINp + AVOUT J ) = false . During this step, two effects need to be handled appropriately - To handle effect (b) mentioned above, nodes of a program flow graph are processed in depthfirst order . This ensures that a node is processed after all its predecessors have been processed . T o account for the circularity of PPIN dependences due to program loops, the refinement pass i s repeated a second time . The number of operations involved can be seen to be bounded by 0(e) where e is the number of edges in the program flow graph .
. Concluding Remark s
Edge placement realises placement of a hoisted computation in a synthetic node placed along a n edge in a program flow graph . Results equivalent to EPA have been achieved by conventiona l optimisers using the concept of a p re-header block for a loop . Such a block is introduced along al l loop-entry edges explicitly to hold the code hoisted out of a loop E l ) . A similar expedient could be used with 'v1RA . However this approach would add to the complexity of the optimiser in the following two waysIi) the front-end of the optimiser has to determine places where synthetic blocks should be introduced . This is easy enough in the case of loops formed by FILL constructs, but not so easy for i f . . goto kind of loops . Further, advantages of edge placement are not restr icted to loop configurations alone but extend to elimination of partial redundancies in general . In the worst case, producing an effect equivalent to edge placement would require generation of a synthetic bloc k along every edge in a program . This is far too expensive to be performed .
(ii) All synthetic blocks generated by the front-end would have to participate in data flow analysis , thus incurring substantial penalties in terms of optimisation costs .
As against this, the edge placement algorithm EPA itself introduces synthetic nodes wher e necessary . This eliminates the above problems . As demonstrated in this paper, use of EPA (i ) improves the profitability of optimisation, and (ii) reduces the cost of optimisation through reduce d complexity of the solution process . Since the solution cost of the algorithm approximates the cost o f unidirectional data flows, the edge placement approach holds the promise of improving the practicality of optimisation algorithms using bi-directional data flows . 
